26th March 2018

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Executive Series Interview with PTB Managing Director, Stephen Smith

Over the past 18 months PTB Group Limited (ASX:PTB) has undertaken a transformation of the
business to remain a market leader in their niche space. In the attached video, PTB Group Managing
Director, Stephen Smith talks with Roger Leaning of Morgans Financial Limited about the various
businesses which PTB Group encompasses and how they work together to look after their customers.
The interview coincides with several achievements in recent times:
1. The recent partnership between PTB Group and SBI Leasing, offering affordable and
convenient finance opportunities for aircraft and engine leasing.
2. Securing of a facility in Miami, Florida to service customers from across the globe. Being able
to offer FAA and EASA released engines allows us to secure engine sales in new regions.
3. Partnership with Belluna Co. to provide funding for a PT6 Test-Cell to be constructed on the
Brisbane premises. This greatly enhances the client offering and demonstrates the
capabilities on offer, allowing testing of PT6 and 331 engines onsite.
The video will also be used by the Company as an investor information tool to help take PTB Group
to the wider investment community. After experiencing strong share price growth over the past 18
months, PTB Group will continue to take their story to new customers and investors in Australia and
abroad.
On publication of the video, Stephen Smith noted: “We are delighted to be able to sit down with Roger
to answer a few questions about the Company. PTB Group has achieved some wonderful
advancements in recent times and we are excited about the future. As always, we aim to provide the
best possible outcomes for our customers and shareholders alike.”
The video can be viewed at; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sp03QSYTuFo&feature=youtu.be
The businesses within the PTB Group are able to offer a variety of services covering the following:
• Engine Sales
• Engine Repair and Overhaul
• Onsite Repairs
• Engine and Aircraft Parts Sales
• Aircraft and Engine Leasing/Rentals
• Engine Management Programs – designed for your operation
Contact their sales team for more information at sales@pacificturbine.com.au
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